Each year, VTS proudly presents the Best Paper Award to the author(s) of the most outstanding paper from those presented at the previous year’s symposium. The candidates for this honor are initially selected based solely on the numerical ratings of the reviewers and symposium attendees, as recorded on the review forms and the session rating cards. The Best Paper Award Judges then carefully review the candidate papers as published in the proceedings. The judges provide numerical scores and comments for each candidate paper. The scores and comments are compiled to select the best paper.

The paper selected by VTS 2012 Best Paper Award Judges for the Best Paper Award is:

**Session 5A.1: Direct Connection and Testing of TSV and Microbump Devices using NanoPierce Contactor**

Onnik YAGLIOGLU, *FormFactor Inc.*
Ben ELDRIDGE, *FormFactor Inc.*

The VTS 2012 Best Paper Award selection committee is listed below. VTS extends special thanks to these individuals for reviewing the papers and offering invaluable comments.

Bernd Becker, University of Freiburg  
Peiling Song, IBM  
Andre Ivanov, University of British Columbia  
Mohammad Tehranipoor, U. of Connecticut  
Rohit Kapur, Synopsys  
Claude Thibeault, Ecole de technologie superieure
Each year, VTS recognizes the organizers and presenters of the Best Innovative Practices Session at the previous year’s symposium. The selection is based entirely on audience feedback, as recorded on the attendee feedback forms.

For VTS 2012, the Best Innovative Practices Session Award goes to:

**IP Session 3C: Protocole-Aware Testers**

**Organizer:**

A. CROUCH - ASSET InterTech

**Presentations:**

*Introduction to FPGA-based Test*
J. DWORAK, *Southern Methodist U.*

*IP for Protocol-Aware FPGA-based Test*
A. CROUCH, *ASSET InterTech*

*Accessing Embedded Tester IP*
A. CROUCH, *ASSET InterTech*
Each year, VTS recognizes the organizers and presenters of the Best Special Session at the previous year’s symposium. The selection is based entirely on audience feedback, as recorded on the attendee feedback forms.

For VTS 2012, the Best Special Session Award goes to:

Special Session 4B: Embedded Tutorial: IEEE P1149.1-2012 Addresses Challenges in Test Re-Use from IP to IC to Systems

Organizer:
CJ CLARK, Intellitech

Moderator:
K. HATAYAMA, NAIST

Presenter:
CJ CLARK, Intellitech